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Our spectacles smack of the most ugly barbarism that can be imagined for human beings
by a human being. A boy from the western lands performs Holberg’s The Invisible. A whore
from Drammen acts as Prima Donna. A Swede and German, who neither speak Danish, German, nor Swedish, but a lingua franca that contaminates all the actors, perform
Harlequin, and a wigmaker-boy acts as Leander. O! Imagine before Your eyes these scenes
performed at the city council salon for people of bon Sens, who know the Dramatics.
(Anonymous memorandum of October 1771)1

In the summer of 1770, the German-Swedish dancer and acrobat, Martin Nürenbach arrived in Christiania, Norway (now Oslo).2 Nürenbach, whose date of birth
is unknown, worked in Norway for a while, before moving on to perform in
Sweden and Finland. He died in Finnish Tavastland (Tavastia) in 1780. During
his time in Norway, Nürenbach became the ﬁrst artist to successfully obtain a
royal privilege to stage ‘comedies’ (plays) in the Danish language. For reasons
unknown, however, this enterprise did not keep him in Norway. After only a few
performances, he left at some point in the early spring of 1772, to resume his
itinerant performance career in the Swedish kingdom.
The epigraph at the start of this article is a translated version of a memorandum that accompanied Nürenbach’s application for the royal privilege to perform
Danish comedies in Christiania in 1771. A little more than a hundred years later,
part of the memo was published by the theatre historian Henrik Jørgen HuitfeldtKaas in his Christiania Theaterhistorie (1876). Huitfeldt-Kaas took the wording at
face value, citing it as proof of the artist’s mediocrity.3 The same source has been
quoted ever since as an authoritative evaluation of the performances of Nürenbach and his newly formed theatre ensemble. In fact, the quote is probably one of
the most cited statements about early Norwegian professional theatre.
In this article, I want to challenge this harsh judgement. While he perhaps
lacked the skills of a traditional actor, Nürenbach’s career should be understood
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in the light of the dancing practices of his day. He belonged to a group of artists we might label ‘itinerant’ today—that is, those who travelled extensively to
perform.4 An experienced dancer, acrobat, and pantomime artist, he mastered the
physical language of the comic and grotesque dancing styles. His performing
skills were closely tied to the commedia dell’arte tradition, where pantomimes and
acrobatics were much used.
Rope dancing, acrobatics, and pantomimes were highly popular with audiences
of that time. These types of performance typically belonged to the repertoire of
itinerant artists and can be labelled popular entertainment. The division between
high and low culture, between art and entertainment, is one that was present
250 years ago and continues to be an issue even today. According to the dance
scholar Sherill Dodds, popular forms of entertainment operate with different
mechanisms in terms of what attracts audiences.5 Itinerant performances were
popular with audiences all over eighteenth-century Europe, yet the artists themselves were not necessarily well respected, especially not among the upper classes.
Similarly, in modern theatre and dance scholarship such forms of entertainment
have often been belittled, and have thus received far less attention than the more
highbrow dance forms such as classical ballet. Several of the travelling performers
were nevertheless highly skilled in a variety of styles. They danced, acted, and did
acrobatics. By investigating these practices, new light can be shed on historical
repertoires and performance techniques.
Nürenbach is one such artist who had an impact on Nordic dance and theatre
history. By examining Nürenbach’s work and travels, we can obtain an insight into
the type of repertoire that was typical of an itinerant dancer, acrobat, and equilibrist. Nürenbach stands out because he had higher aspirations than performing
the popular forms of rope-dancing and acrobatics. He decided to create a theatre
ensemble in Christiania, thus adding the spoken word and the staging of plays
by, for example, Ludvig Holberg to his repertoire. Thanks to the documents preserved at the National Library of Norway in relation to his application, we can
also learn something about attitudes towards itinerant artists among audiences as
well as the authorities.
As far as I know, this is the ﬁrst article to present Nürenbach’s work to an
international audience. I will begin with an account of the source material and the
literature, followed by a short overview of the ﬁrst part of Nürenbach’s life, training and travels up to and including his stay in Christiania. Lastly, I will examine
his application for a royal privilege and its contribution to our understanding of
itinerant artistic practices, then and now.
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Sources and previous research
My interest in eighteenth-century dance practice stems from my part in the Norwegian research project pArts (‘Performing arts between dilettantism and professionalism, 1750–1820’).6 One of the aims of the pArts project has been to
research some of the travelling dancers who were active in the Nordic region, because this is a relatively underexplored topic, both nationally and internationally.7
My particular goal has been to patch over and then analyse some of the gaps that
exist in Norwegian dance history.8 In order to assess Nürenbach’s achievements,
as well those of his contemporaries, I had to seek out Nordic archival material.
Among my sources were printed and handwritten materials from the latter part
of the eighteenth century, including posters, copies of applications and theatre
records, and entries in church record books. My search for material on Nürenbach has been greatly aided by archivist and dance researcher Torkel Bråthen at
the National Archives of Norway (Norges Riksarkiv). I am grateful to Bråthen
for his aid in tracing and interpreting source material pertaining to Nürenbach.
Bråthen has done extensive research on the various prohibitions and theatre laws
in Denmark-Norway, as well as Sweden-Norway.
Much can be inferred about Nordic itinerant artists from notices and advertisements in Danish, Finnish, Swedish, and Norwegian newspapers. During
the time in question, around 1770, Norwegian papers included advertisements
for travelling artists such as the above-mentioned artists. Regarding Nürenbach,
however, the material is conﬁned to the Christiania newspaper Nordske IntelligenzSeddeler and minor Swedish newspapers such as Götheborgska Nyheter and Hwad Nytt,
Hwad Nytt.9
Huitfeldt-Kaas’s work has been central to the present article because of his
documentation of Norwegian culture. His Christiania Theaterhistorie (1876) was
the ﬁrst historical overview of theatre and dance activity in Christiania.10 The
Finnish theatre historian and librarian Sven Hirn is one of the few scholars who
has examined Nürenbach’s Nordic achievements; his 1967 article ‘Martin Nürenbach—teaterpionjär?’ includes a general outline of Nürenbach’s activities and
travels.11 Hirn was a sound researcher who examined much original source material on Finnish dance performances in particular. Similarly, the theatre researcher
Johan Flodmark’s work Stenborgska Skådebanorna is compulsory reading on Nürenbach’s work in Sweden, along with Birger Schöldström’s Hög och konstnärlig anda:
Svenske Teaterbilder.12 However, some of the ‘highbrow’ views that are reﬂected in
Huitfeldt-Kaas’s work on itinerant artists also inform Hirn’s writings, and (to a
lesser degree) the works of Flodmark and Schöldström as well.
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Research on itinerant dance and theatre activity
Nürenbach’s travels and overall career were actually far from unique. During the
eighteenth century, several dance artists even arrived from beyond the Nordic
countries to try their luck. They belonged to a well-established tradition of travelling artists, whether in smaller or larger groups; a tradition that has been common
since the birth of theatre itself. Throughout the early modern period, musicians,
singers, acrobats, actors, and dancers travelled across Europe, often seeking employment at princely courts or asking for permission to perform publicly in market squares or other rented locations.13
Itinerant performance, however, has not been a major theme in the work
of Nordic scholars, who have been generally more interested in theatre as an
institution. Among the exceptions is the Swedish theatre researcher Gunilla
Dahlberg, who has done extensive research on travelling artists in seventeenthcentury Stockholm, as well as in later periods. She has written about various
theatre and dance activities that were connected to the Swedish court.14 Of
special interest to this article is the link to German travellers she has identiﬁed,
and the way in which they inﬂuenced the Swedish itinerant tradition—Nürenbach being, to the best of my knowledge, of German origin.15 Hirn also offers
insight into some of the types of performance offered by itinerant artists. He
was an avid collector of theatre posters. In his Den Gastronomiska Hesten he published some of the many posters he collected on travelling artists. Through
comments on performers and types of practices he has created a picture of the
sheer variety of itinerant activity seen the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
He was fascinated by itinerant circus artists, as well as dancers and acrobats, but
also pointed out what he thought were their strengths and weaknesses. Furthermore, Hirn laid bare many of the gaps in our knowledge of the numerous travelling artists who toured the Nordic countries.16 Many sources testify to the
activity of itinerant artists outside of larger cities. Claes Rosenqvist and Dag
Nordmark’s At resa var nödvendig, for example, examines Swedish rural theatre.
Among other things, they discuss the itinerant artist’s social and artistic place
in society.17 Their research offers a more balanced perspective on high versus
low theatre culture, emphasising the range of itinerant practices and the ways
in which they met the social and cultural needs of spectators from a variety of
social classes. Their more inclusive views on theatre and dance have inﬂuenced
my own research here.
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Privileges, permissions and prohibitions
Travelling performers were common not only in Europe but also in the Nordic countries. Itinerant activity in Sweden during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was dominated by German theatre troupes. Several such troupes
stayed and made Sweden their base of operations, including one of Nürenbach’s
predecessors, the tightrope dancer Karl Friedrich von Eggenberg, as well as the
theatre director Carl Gottfried Seuerling (1727–1795).18 According to Norwegian historian and conservator Vidar Parmer, source material from around
1600 onwards gives evidence of various itinerant troupes visiting Bergen,
Christiania, Fredrikshald (Halden), Christiansand (Kristiansand), Stavanger,
and Tronhiem (Trondhiem). These ensembles, many of which were German,
generally travelled inland via Sweden or came by boat from Denmark.19 Many
artists travelled because of the difﬁculty of obtaining performance privileges in
other European countries. The British dance historian Marian Hanna Winter,
describing the period between 1700 and 1830 in particular, notes that those
ofﬁcial theatres that had obtained privileges from the king and/or state were few
and highly competitive:
Out on the continent, the theatre companies that enjoyed ‘ofﬁcial patronage’ jealously
watched their smaller rivals, even down to the eeriest company of marionettes. The patented or government-sponsored theatres might also be called the ‘over-privileged’, and all
others the ‘under-privileged’. The former were allocated complete rights for exploitation
of certain types of entertainment and prosecuted infringements mercilessly.20

Travelling artists such as Nürenbach, according to Winter, would be categorised
as underprivileged, because it was difﬁcult, if not impossible, for them to be accepted into the privileged theatres. Established European theatres would seldom
hire artists who were not within their closed circuit, and consequently, many
ensembles had to move regularly in order to ﬁnd work. Some probably preferred
this, but others likely went in search of some safer or more stable work environment, and this may be what motivated Nürenbach’s Christiania venture.
If we look at the Nordic situation in the second half of the eighteenth century, the privileged theatres in Copenhagen and Stockholm were almost exclusively connected to, or part of, the royal courts. For instance, the Stenborg and
Seuerling theatre companies, as Dahlberg notes, had obtained privileges from the
Swedish king to perform in Swedish (including Finnish) towns at various times
between 1760 and 1780.21 Itinerant artists who wanted to perform in the Nordic
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countries had to observe the laws of each country, as well as any applicable local
rules. At this time, Norway was under Danish rule, and shared a king and central
administration in Copenhagen. Privileges allowing performances were granted by
the king, who enforced various prohibitions as well—a variety of laws that prohibited practices such as the staging of plays, wire-dancing, and acrobatics were
passed in Denmark-Norway from 1738 onwards.22 Local issues were dealt with by
Norwegian authorities in each town, rather than by the Danish king. Nürenbach,
like his itinerant peers, should be viewed in the light of these conditions, which
imposed a variety of restrictions on the artists, even in terms of their choice of
repertoire. For example, in 1772, a newer and stricter version of the existing 1738
Theatre Act was introduced in Denmark-Norway.23 This may be one of the reasons why Nürenbach left Norway that same year, only few months after obtaining
royal permission to perform theatre in Christiania.
Legislation on theatre performances was variously applied and enforced during the eighteenth century in all of the Nordic counties, including Denmark and
Norway. Laws restricting theatre activity were introduced in the Swedish realm
as well, which at this time included Finland.24 The extent of the local restrictions
on travelling artists varied, but they all made life more difﬁcult for the itinerant
performers. The local authorities did have a little bit of power, and it was up to
them whether one would be allowed to perform or not. A major argument underpinning these restrictions was that money should not be paid to foreigners and
taken out of the country. Of course, most of the time these artists were barely
getting by, and the little income they had would be spent on food and housing
in the country in which they were performing. Still, the perception that money
was leaving with these performers remained strong and informed the decisions of
local authorities.25

Nürenbach as an itinerant artist
While Nürenbach’s life and career remain elusive, some facts are known. Before
he went to Norway in 1770, he worked in Sweden. Most likely, it was SwedishGerman theatre director Carl Gottfried Seuerling who had brought him there.
According to the Swedish theatre researchers Birger Schöldström and Dag Nordmark, Seuerling was born in 1727 in the German town of Oederan, close to
Dresden. He came to Sweden in around 1759, and Nürenbach was at that time
part of Seuerling’s ensemble.26 Nürenbach also identiﬁed himself as the stepson
of Seuerling in the newspaper Götheborgska Nyheter in 1769.27 The Seuerlingske Co-
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moedie-trupp, directed by Seuerling, travelled extensively and performed in towns in
present-day Sweden and Finland between 1760 and 1795.28
Very little is known of Nürenbach’s early family background apart from the
link to Seuerling. His place and date of birth remain unknown. Presumably, he
was relatively young when he arrived in Sweden, possibly a teenager or even a
child. It is not known what happened to Nürenbach’s mother and biological father, or any siblings.29 Nürenbach did rope- and wire-dancing and acrobatics for
Seuerling. Little is known about where he learned those skills, though it was quite
common for children to be trained as acrobats, tumblers, and rope- or wire-dancers at an early age in the eighteenth century, particularly when brought up in
itinerant families.30 Interestingly, Nürenbach stated in an advertisement offering
dance instruction in the Nordske Intelligenz-Seddeler (18 July 1770) that he had
proven himself as a skilled dancer in Denmark and elsewhere, possibly indicating
some kind of education beyond the skills that were transmitted from one generation to the next. Perhaps he studied with a Danish dancing master, though no
trace has been found of this in the Danish sources.

Dancer and equilibrist
Nürenbach advertised himself as an equilibrist as well as a dancer and an acrobat. He also taught dance and, as was common, he announced his services
as a so-called ‘dancing master’ in Sweden, Finland and Norway. His teaching
career will not be discussed in this article; sufﬁce it to say that teaching dance
was an important source of income for him, and that in this matter he faced
competition from several other dancing masters who lived in Christiania around
1770.31
An equilibrist at this time was expected to be an expert in balancing, often on
a slack or tight wire or rope. Source materials indicate that Nürenbach performed
what was known as the comic and grotesque dancing styles, both of which incorporated acrobatics as well as rope- or wire-dancing, lively tumbling, and pantomime.
According to a textbook on dance from 1762, these technically demanding styles
were designed to entertain the audience.32 The grotesque differed from the comic
in that the grotesque dancer used more extreme exaggerations and contortions,
along the lines of an acrobat.33
From what can be gathered from the source material, Nürenbach’s speciality was tightrope- and wire-dancing, as well as a variety of acrobatic tricks. Hirn
points out that Nürenbach’s skills as a dancer and acrobat were of a better quality
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than those as an actor. According to Hirn, he was the star attraction in the city
of Viborg (now Vyborg in Russia) when he performed there, thanks to his very
decent rope- and wire-dancing technique. Nürenbach could thus compensate for
some of the rustier elements that were obvious in his dramatic performances.
These ‘dramatic’ elements presumably included the linguistic problems he had
with the theatrical repertoire.34
Part of what was considered dance in the latter part of the eighteenth century
would not be considered such today, including the tradition of dancing on a rope
or wire. This skill had emerged from a long tradition of mixing what we might
now classify as circus skills with features of dance. The art of keeping one’s balance was, of course, a core feature of this art form, which could be done with
either a tight or a slack rope or wire, the difference being in the balancing point.35
In tightrope walking, at which Nürenbach excelled, the performer walked, danced,
and performed acrobatics along a thin wire or rope that was tightly tied between
two points some height above the ground.36
Balance was maintained by using the body or a balancing tool, such as an umbrella, a fan, or a balancing pole, as seen in the illustration from a performance
given in Trondheim in 1751 by an ensemble called De Kinesiske kunstnere (The
Chinese artists) (Fig. 1). Most likely, Nürenbach’s setup was similar to that picture, and he would perform what today might be called acrobatics, described in
the source material as ‘full swings’ and ‘whole and half bodily turns’. Wire-dancing was considered technically difﬁcult; the aim was to thrill the audience with a
display of virtuosity and mastery of the body.37
A couple of sources describe what Nürenbach’s performances looked like. In
September and October 1773, he was engaged at Humlegården, a pleasure gardens in Stockholm, and attracted such crowds that the stage area had to be expanded. According to the newspaper Hvad Nytt, Hvad Nytt, he did equilibrist tricks
and acrobatic stunts while balancing on a narrow steel tightrope.38 Another of
Nürenbach’s specialities was his dance with a ladder, which stood perpendicular
as he walked up it, before worming his way back down, headﬁrst, through all of
its rungs.39 Ladder tricks were part of the slapstick antics of the so-called lazzi,
which was derived from the commedia dell’arte and ﬁgured prominently in dances
in both the comic and grotesque styles.40 Different types of lazzi were used by
dancers during the eighteenth century and were also seen in the Nordic countries.
Michael Stuart, styled a ‘world-famous’ equilibrist, performed ladder dancing in
Tronhiem in the summer of 1769, for example.41 Comic and grotesque dancers
additionally made extensive use of gesture and mime alongside the more artful port
de bras of pure dance, and Nürenbach was no exception.42
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Figure 1 Tightrope walking or wire-dancing with a balancing prop in Trondheim. Detail
from a poster by De kinesiske kunstnere (The Chinese Artists), 1751.43

Between 1760 and 1780, Nürenbach travelled and performed extensively, using his skills in rope-dancing and acrobatics outlined above. He was a member of
Swedish troupes such as the Seuerling and Stenborg companies, both of which
travelled extensively in Sweden, including Finland. Since applications for passports to travel, as well as permission to perform, had to be submitted at each
city visited, there is a paper trail that offers some clues as to where Nürenbach
worked.44 For example, both Flodmark and Hirn note that a passport to travel to
Uppsala on 30 May 1767 was requested by the Stenborg theatre company, which
included Nürenbach and his future wife, Anna Katarina Rancke.45 Nürenbach also
operated on his own or as the leader of an ensemble, as when he worked in Christiania between 1770 and 1772, and later in Finland, where he tried to set up a
Finnish theatre.46
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Performing in Christiania
After travelling between Swedish and Finnish towns, Nürenbach and Rancke arrived in Norway, where they worked for about eighteen months before moving back
to Sweden in the early spring of 1772.47 When Nürenbach arrived in Christiania,
one may assume that he was in his early twenties, still young enough to master
his performance skills perfectly. He was travelling with his wife, but Rancke is
almost invisible in the Norwegian source material.48 It might seem curious that
Nürenbach, with his relatively stable popularity in Sweden, should try his luck in
Christiania. He might have wanted to settle down and ﬁnd a permanent home for
himself, his wife and their future children. Perhaps he was hoping to work in a
place that offered less competition than the Swedish towns. Christiania, with its
5,000 inhabitants, was at this time a provincial city just large enough to offer a
decent audience as well as customers for his dance classes.
Nürenbach ﬁrst announced himself as a dance teacher in July 1770, but thereafter nothing appeared in the Christiania paper Nordske Intelligenz-Seddeler for almost a year—not until the following spring did he again announce his presence
in the city. In May 1771 Nürenbach placed a notice indicating that he would
perform as well as teach dance (Fig. 2): he announced that on Friday 24 May, he
intended to perform several equilibrist exercises and artistic tricks—‘seen ones,
as well as unseen ones’—to entertain his audience. There was no information as
to where the performance would take place; this kind of information was often
advertised using posters, according to theatre researcher Anders Enevig. In Christiania, indoor performances often took place at the city hall (Raadhus-Salen),

Figure 2 An advertisement in Nordske Intellingez-Seddeler, 22 May 1771.
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outdoor performances in public spaces with room for spectators to gather, such
as marketplaces.49
The fact that Nürenbach did not advertise does not mean that he did not
perform. His performances could have been promoted by word of mouth or using large banners, posters, or sandwich boards—several notices in Nordske Intelligenz-Seddeler, in fact, indicate that more information about a given performance
would be available from such portable posters. According to Enevig, ensembles
and performers often paraded through a city to publicize their shows. Frequently,
the city drummer was hired to announce the time and place of performances, or
someone would copy out the necessary details onto handbills, which members
of the ensemble, or locals who knew the area, would carry around, displaying the
information as they went. High-quality printed posters could be glued to wooden
surfaces, but this was a more expensive option, while newspaper announcements
were obviously the most expensive of all.50 What this means, then, is that even
though Nürenbach did not advertise frequently in the local paper, he (and possibly his wife) could very well have been busy performing as well as teaching dance
during their ﬁrst year in Christiania.

Joining forces with Madame Stuart
To my knowledge, there was only one other itinerant performer in Christiania
at this time: Madame Stuart. Christina Doreothea Stuart was the widow of the
famous—some would say notorious—dancer and acrobat Michael Stuart, who
died in Christiania in June 1770.51 During the time of Nürenbach’s stay in 1770
and the ﬁrst two months of 1771, she advertised several different types of performances as a singer, musician, and equilibrist.52 Thus, for a time, both Madame
Stuart and Nürenbach probably competed for audiences, but they had different
strengths and repertoires. Madame Stuart had the advantage of being a musician as well, whereas Nürenbach never advertised any musical skills of his own.
The extent of their competition remains unclear, however: material in the Nordske
Intelligenz-Seddeler reveals that Madame Stuart held her last solo performances in
February 1771. In the autumn of 1771, she performed again, this time in collaboration with Nürenbach.53
By October 1771, in other words, Nürenbach joined had forces with Madame Stuart. Their joint venture is known from newspaper advertisements as
well as a poster. When writing his theatre history in 1876, Huitfeldt-Kaas had
access to a poster for a performance on 7 October 1771. The poster is now
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lost, or perhaps simply misplaced, but it is cited in its entirety in HuitfeldtKaas’s Christiania Theaterhistorie.54 The wording gives a good sense of the nature
of the event. It began with (typical) praise of the authorities, stating that with
the permission of the authorities, on Monday 7 October 1771, Madame Stuart
and Monsieur Nürenbach would, for the ﬁrst time, have the honour of showing
their artistic numbers and exercises together. The acts were then speciﬁed. First,
the two were to demonstrate different kinds of positions and balancing. Then
they were to perform equilibrist feats. Nürenbach was to voltigerer his body into
different shapes and forms with great deftness and deliberation for the pleasure
of the audience; Madame Stuart was to balance a peacock feather both horizontally and vertically, lose it, catch it again, and then play an enjoyable minuet,
probably on a lute, which was one of her instruments. Next, the poster stated
that Nürenbach would perform an equilibrist masterpiece with a ladder (known
from earlier advertisements). Finally, a play called the Jealous Harlequin would be
performed, whereby Harlequin and the ‘Liebhabers’ (spectators) would be most
thoroughly entertained.55
From the poster we know that Nürenbach’s ‘ladder dance’ continued to be one
of his specialities, and that Nürenbach and Madame Stuart had expanded their
repertoire to include pantomimes. Their collaboration grew even further with the
addition of a play. Soon afterwards, in fact, their collaboration would expand to
include a small company of performers, among whom Stuart and Nürenbach were
probably the only experienced members.

Applying for royal privilege
Nürenbach, having established this small ensemble, took the enterprise one step
further by applying to the Danish king for a privilege to stage Danish plays with
Norwegian actors. This was likely done in the interests of stability for the ensemble—such a privilege would, if granted, protect them from competition. It was
Nürenbach who applied for the privilege; Madame Stuart is not mentioned at all.
Nürenbach is humble and reassuring in his good intentions in the application
(Fig. 3).
The application followed a standard format: the king is praised to the skies,
Nürenbach’s purpose is explained, promises are made to donate any surplus to the
poor, and assurances are given that no income will be taken out of the country. As
explained above, the latter point responded to a crucial concern in contemporary
legislation: itinerant artists should not just show up, make money, and leave again.
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Figure 3 Excerpt from the ﬁrst page of Nürenbach’s application, dated 22 November 1771.56
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Instead, Nürenbach promised to give a certain part of his troupe’s income to the
poor people of the city.
The magistrate’s ofﬁce supported Nürenbach’s application, as did the County
Governor Caspar Hermann von Storm. Storm based his recommendation on performances that had already taken place. Apparently, he had found enough positive
elements there to support the application. The various documents were forwarded
to the Danish authorities, and on 27 December 1771, a royal decision came back
in favour of the ‘Entrepreneur’ Nürenbach. His privilege was granted, assuming
that he met his obligation to pay any surplus to the poor, which was suggested
would be two riksdaler for every evening or a certain percentage of the income.57
As it turned out, Nürenbach would not use his royal privilege for long. After
a series of performances in the late January and February of 1772, made up of
theatrical pieces, pantomimes, dancing, and acrobatics, Nürenbach and his wife
can no longer be traced in Norway.

Scrutinizing the contents of memo
More than any other documentation of Nürenbach’s ensemble, it was the aforementioned memo that has shaped his subsequent reputation as a mediocre artist.
The document is interesting because of the way it has been used to assess Nürenbach. Yet the Norwegian and Danish authorities did not pay much attention to
it in 1771.
In it we can read that a person—‘living in this place, sensible and very rightminded’— was merely expressing his concerns, being very upset by what ‘Nyrenbach’ and his company were performing (Fig. 4). The memo is clearly to be
understood as an ‘anti-recommendation’, mercilessly criticising Nürenbach’s enterprise. Ever since the verdict has been taken at face value, cited and handed on by
several theatre researchers. The contents of the memo has come down to generations of theatre and dance scholars because this is the one part of the source material that Huitfeldt-Kaas chose to emphasize. As a result, Norwegian and Nordic
theatre scholars have almost habitually deemed Nürenbach’s performances to be
mediocre. But should the memo have had the impact it has? And how certain is it
that it was actually written by the supposed author?
Huitfeldt-Kaas states that there could be little doubt that the letter was written by ‘Bernt Ancher’, although he offers no further explanation.58 Ancher (whose
name today is spelled Anker) was a wealthy and powerful citizen of Christiania
in the latter part of the eighteenth century. Perhaps because of Ancher’s social
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Figure 4 Excerpt from the ﬁrst page of the 1771 memorandum (undated, quoted in
translation at the start of this article).59
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status, Huitfeldt-Kaas decided that his opinion was conclusive. Moreover, Huitfeldt-Kaas left out the ﬁrst part of the memo, which includes important indications of the style and manner of the person who wrote it. The wording is frank,
but lacks the grace one would expect of a high-ranking person such as Ancher,
who, as a well-educated and prominent man, would also have known how to write
for himself. The wording of the ﬁrst part is in fact rather unsophisticated. Would
Ancher have used such rough language?
Could it be that someone else wrote the memo? The fact that the letter was
sealed but not signed might support this notion, and, as the archivist and researcher Torkel Bråthen observes, the seal does not resemble that of the Ancher
family.60 The point to be made here is that Ancher’s supposed judgement would
be valued as being informed by knowledge and taste, a person who would have
been to the theatre in Copenhagen, and indeed in other European cities. On the
other hand, if he it was not him passing judgement, then someone else did; someone whose standards were not met by the quality of what he/she saw.
If Ancher did indeed write the letter, the sarcasm could be understood in
the light of his position as a wealthy and sophisticated citizen. This position
was something he shared with other members of the upper classes, of course.
A similarly negative assessment, for example, was given by the Swedish count
Gustaf Johan Ehrensvärd about a performance by the Stenborg theatre company in the late 1760s. Ehrensvärd criticised the ensemble, but he still went
to see them, as Dahlberg points out.61 Ancher would have been inﬂuenced by
the ‘expected’ tastes of the upper classes, who would not (at least not publicly)
approve of popular, itinerant performances. Ancher’s criticism could also have
derived from his close involvement with the private dramatic societies that were
responsible for the more ‘reﬁned theatre’ that was evolving in the upper-class
homes of Christiania. These societies, however, were part of a dilettante culture
and involved the upper-class citizens themselves as performers.62 The author
of the ‘anti-recommendation’ may well have regarded Nürenbach’s enterprise
as competition.
Regardless of who wrote the memo, its contents are not mentioned in written
statements by the Norwegian authorities. Instead, the Norske Cammer (Norwegian Chamber, a short-lived institution within the ﬁnancial government of the
kingdom under Struensee, in 1771/72) was positive and supportive of Nürenbach’s enterprise in its written recommendation to the Danish king: Nürenbach
should be allowed to stage comedies as long as he committed himself to remaining
in Christiania and paid his surplus to the poor. The Chamber also assumed that
he would be able to support himself. They could give assurances of his sincerity,
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having met him personally and having received his assurance that he would pay
a minimum of two riksdaler per performance to the poor. Should the performances bring in more money than expected, a certain percentage would, according
custom, be given to the poor, as the authorities saw ﬁt. The conclusion was that
Nürenbach’s application should be recommended on the stated terms, and that
further terms should be determined by the king.63 In other words, the authorities
were not concerned about lack of quality and found the enterprise to be small and
harmless, but also worthy of support.

Nürenbach’s entrepreneurship
It is interesting how history is shaped by the selection and highlighting of certain
sources to the detriment of others. Huitfeldt-Kaas chose to highlight the negative
content of the memo. Since he assumed it to be written by Ancher, he deemed the
assessment to be proof of a lack of quality. At the same time, however, HuitfeldtKaas did point out that a notice in the Nordske Intelligenz-Seddeler from March 1772
mentions the ensemble in a positive manner, and that this could indicate a certain
degree of success.64 Thus, he tried to balance his assessment.
Huitfeldt-Kaas’s work on early Norwegian theatre and dance history was based
on very solid research and it remains an invaluable source; however, his work was
also typical of his generation of nineteenth-century theatre scholars. As one who
specialised in theatre, he would have been less familiar with the practices of pantomime and dance or acrobatics that so many travelling artists cultivated. When
reassessing this today, it can be useful to look at Huitfeldt-Kaas’s assumptions
in light of what is now known about itinerant dance and theatre practices in the
eighteenth century.
Artists like Nürenbach were not only welcomed and appreciated; they were
skilled and versatile. They offered entertainment that the government considered
a welcome ingredient in their subjects’ hard lives. This was popular entertainment
for all, and thus differed from the court and privileged theatres. Associated with
the comic and grotesque styles, acrobatics and wire-dancing were not regarded as
high art, not even among the professional dancers:
As to the grotesque stile of dance, the effect of it chieﬂy depends on the leaps and height
of the springs. There is more of bodily strength required in it than even of agility and
ﬂight. It is more calculated to surprize the eye, then to entertain it. It has something of
the tumbler’s, or wire dancer’s merit of difﬁculty and danger, rather than of art.65
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Such were the thoughts of the Anglo-Italian dancing master Andrea Gallini, who
lived and worked around the same time as Nürenbach. Gallini’s opinions were
typical of highbrow thinking in terms of value judgement.66
Another fact that was downplayed by Huitfeldt-Kaas was that the Norwegian
source material indicates that Nürenbach himself was well aware of his strengths
and weaknesses. He aimed to improve the acting, as his advertisement shows
(Fig. 5). The announcement shows that Nürenbach understood that his ensemble
was a little rough around the edges. Placed in the newspaper before Nürenbach
was granted his performance privileges, the advertisement states that Nürenbach
would be performing comedies on 12 December at the city hall and that De Usynlige (‘The invisible’), by Baron von Holberg, would be performed better than last
time, due to a change of actors. Moreover, the advertisement also stated that instead of a concluding ‘Comoedie’, Nürenbach, as requested by several spectators,
would himself show ‘several beautiful equilibrist pieces, to the amusement of the
audience.’67 Nürenbach was thus beeﬁng up the weaker parts of his act by adding dance numbers where he could display his skills. He was acknowledging the
weak acting skills of his ensemble, and promising improvement. This indicates

Figure 5 An advertisement in Nordske Intelligenz-Seddeler, 11 December 1771.
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an eagerness to please and thus to continue to attract spectators. Such versatility
was typical of the itinerant tradition. Above all, the quotation shows that popular art forms did not imply that ‘anything goes’. Spectators, whether upper or
lower class, would expect quality, even if their tastes and preferences might differ.
Nürenbach realized that lack of skills could not be hidden, nor technique faked.
He took action to make improvements in response to criticism. My guess is that
he knew of the memo that accompanied his application. Spectators would have
also expressed their dissatisfaction directly to him.

Summarizing the itinerant artist Martin Nürenbach
Any assessment of performances carried out more than 250 years ago is, of course,
difﬁcult. Nürenbach’s performing was by nature aimed at a large spectrum of
spectators, and his initial success in dancing and acrobatics contributed directly
to his application for a royal privilege in Christiania.68 We cannot know for sure
what the performances were really like or what their strengths and weaknesses
were. In this article, I have pointed out what can be inferred from the source material: Nürenbach and his itinerant colleagues’ skills and performance style were
popular, but also a bit ‘rough around the edges’.
Nürenbach’s practice must be framed speciﬁcally within the travelling performance tradition, because the type of repertoire at which he excelled fell outside
the boundaries of institutionalised (and more permanent) highbrow theatre. The
tradition of itinerant performances was upheld by artists who were highly specialised, their techniques and skills perfected to cater to an audience decidedly unlike
that associated with the theatre of the privileged social groups. These artists were
technically able without seeking reﬁnement. They sought to make audiences gasp
in awe and surprise. They would often be in a no-win situation: they attracted
popular attention and made people excited and thrilled, but they had to struggle
to maintain the respect of their audiences. Interestingly, even if predisposed to
dismiss this type of work, upper-class audiences still wanted to see the itinerant
shows.69 During the eighteenth century, then, we ﬁnd that itinerant artists could
be admired for their skills, but not necessarily respected for their art.
Nürenbach’s application was most likely a purely pragmatic and ‘self-preserving’ act—that is, a means of securing performance rights and a steadier income.
He nevertheless used the privilege for only a few months. Perhaps he realized that
his acting talents were not sufﬁcient to create something sustainable. Perhaps the
ensemble as a whole was lacking reﬁnement and technique to the degree that spec-
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tators failed to turn out. Perhaps resistance towards his performances proved too
tough; certainly, the oft-quoted memo that accompanied Nürenbach’s application
appears to indicate as much. Even if many details remain unknown, what is certain
is that Nürenbach’s skills as dancer and acrobat were adequate, and Nordic source
material has shown that he was appreciated in that capacity.
Throughout this article, I have maintained that even if Nürenbach was not
successful in his theatrical efforts, he deserves to be reassessed in terms of his
work as dancer and equilibrist. Some of the source material tells us about what
types of dancing and acrobatics that he performed—for instance, his ‘ladder
dance’. Itinerant performing has, as mentioned, been little explored in the international literature, and Nürenbach’s performances in Norway, as in Sweden and
Finland, attest to a skilled performer who was highly appreciated. At the same
time, like any itinerant dancer, he had to manoeuvre his way around the many
cultural prejudices and legal restrictions that existed in his day. In this respect as
well, Nürenbach may in fact have been more talented than previous scholarship
has suggested.
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Summary:
Where highbrow taste met itinerant dance in eighteenth-century Scandinavia:
The dance entrepreneur Martin Nürenbach
In 1770, the German-Swedish dancer and acrobat Martin Nürenbach (d.1780)
arrived in Christiania (Oslo), Norway, where he successfully applied for a royal
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privilege to perform Danish comedies. Nürenbach had previously been part of an
itinerant ensemble operating in Sweden, led by Carl Gottfried Seuerling. Nürenbach quit Norway in 1772 and returned to Sweden, where he resumed his former
career as an itinerant artist until he died in Finnish Tavastland (Tavastia), in
1780. In the ﬁeld of Nordic dance Nürenbach’s efforts have generally been belittled or else ignored. Although credited for his attempt to establish a more stable
theatrical culture in Christiania, he has also been dismissed for lacking skill as
an actor and a theatre director. However, the repertoire in which he excelled was
not the highbrow theatre of the era. This article emphasises the need to investigate Nürenbach and his like in the light of itinerant performance traditions.
In doing so, it recasts his achievements as a dancer and acrobat. As part of this
reassessment, the article revisits a notorious ‘anti-recommendation’ that followed
Nürenbach’s application for royal performance privileges in 1771. The anonymous memorandum in question has repeatedly been cited as proof of the alleged
inferiority of Nürenbach and his ensemble.
Keywords: dance; Christiania; 1770s; itinerant performance practice; highbrow
theatre; popular culture; equilibrist; theatrical ensemble; comic and grotesque
dance styles
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